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Strategic context for gas in Europe

― Climate change & social license to operate

― Russia-Ukraine & geopolitics of energy

― European energy crisis & policy response 

― Evolving corporate strategies & financial markets

Þ Gas now relevant in macroeconomic & social terms 
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Plan for this talk

① Gas markets during the energy crisis

② European gas market (emergency) policy

③ Role of gas in net zero energy markets 

④ New avenues for economics research
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Regional price divergence remains the norm

“Asian premium”:
§ Most of last 25 years
§ Limits to arbitrage

Low & stable HH price
" US LNG exports
" Security of supply   

Þ Global price convergence (still) unlikely any time soon
Source: Calculations based on IMF data, Ritz (2014). Price discrimination and limits to arbitrage: An analysis of global LNG 
markets, Energy Economics
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Consumption cuts during the crisis

Note: Red lines are estimated baseline (controlling for trend, seasonality & temperature), black lines are observed outcome
Source: Ruhnau, Stiewe, Muessel & Hirth (2023). Natural gas savings in Germany during the 2022 energy crisis. Nature Energy

Germany: Like-for-like gas savings of up to 28% by late 2022

Þ Industrial consumers already responded to prices in late 2021

Nature Energy

Article https://doi.org/10.1038/s41560-023-01260-5

crisis response to the observed increase in retail prices can yield pre-
liminary insights into the price elasticity of demand (Fig. 5).

For small consumers, prices have increased by 130% between 
2019–2021 and their peak in November 2022. Meanwhile, in November 
2022, we estimate a consumption reduction of 21%. If consumers were 
primarily responding to current prices, this would imply a short-term 
price elasticity of −0.16, which is in line with the estimates in the litera-
ture15,22,23. This rough estimate should be interpreted with caution for 
four reasons. First, the observed consumption reductions may actu-
ally comprise both a short-term response and a long-term response to 
previously observed prices15,22–24. Second, as discussed above, relative 
savings may heavily be driven by the seasonality of heat demand. For 
instance, approximating a price elasticity based on September data 
would yield a substantially higher value of −0.27. Third, the available 
household price data are probably subject to measurement error (Sup-
plementary Note 1). Finally, after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, public 
attention to the topics of natural gas and energy crisis soared, and the 
German government launched an information campaign on energy 
savings in June 2022 (Supplementary Note 3). Meanwhile, in addition 
to prices, surveys reported ethical motives of households to reduce 
energy consumption2–4. If this increase in public attention and ethical 
considerations had driven part of the reduction, estimates of small 
consumers’ price elasticity would be inflated.

For industrial consumers, the same simple comparison of price and 
consumption changes suggests that they have been less responsive to 

price changes. As of September 2022, average gas prices for industrial 
consumers peaked at 580% of pre-crisis levels ( January 2019 to Septem-
ber 2021). Together with the estimated 23% consumption reduction in 
September 2022, this would imply a small own-price elasticity of −0.04. 
This figure is in line with previous findings and can be explained by the 
fact that industry may be able to pass on higher energy costs to end 
consumers25. Two aspects should be considered when interpreting this 
number. First, like households, industrial purchase prices are prone to 
measurement error. During our period of observation, few industrial 
consumers have received government support, implying a reduced 
exposure to industrial purchase prices, while others may be able to resell 
their contracted gas volumes at the spot market, implying the exposure 
to higher spot prices (Supplementary Note 1). Second, industrial natural 
gas consumption may not be affected only by price changes but by other 
external factors such as economic activity. Indeed, economic activity 
was relatively high in many crisis months (Supplementary Note 4). This 
suggests that the actual price response was even larger.

Discussion and conclusions
We show that German consumers of natural gas have responded sig-
nificantly and substantially to the current energy crisis. The timing, 
size and mechanism seem to be different for small, industrial and 
power-sector consumers. Industry started responding as early as in 
September 2021 with a 4% reduction in gas consumption that increased 
up to 27% a year later. This response was most likely triggered by surg-
ing wholesale gas prices but partly mitigated by rising output prices 
like that of ammonia. Small consumers started to reduce consumption 
later than industry. This pattern can be explained by the lagged pass 
through of wholesale prices to retail tariffs but also by non-financial 
motives to reduce gas consumption after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
After significantly reducing consumption by 10% in March 2022, they 
reached a maximum reduction of 28% in September 2022. However, 
large relative reductions during the summer translate to small absolute 
values, because small consumers use little gas during the summer, 
in contrast to industry, where seasonality is much less pronounced. 
Power-sector gas consumption was driven by various developments in 
electricity markets, in particular the poor availability of hydroelectric 
and nuclear power plants.

Aggregated across these three consumer groups, we estimate a 
maximum relative reduction of natural gas consumption by 28% in Sep-
tember 2022. While the estimated relative savings were slightly lower 
during the colder months, November and December, they remained 
significant. Over the second half of 2022, aggregate savings amounted 
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Fig. 3 | Observed versus estimated baseline consumption of natural gas. 
a–c, We distinguish between small consumers (a), industrial consumers (b) and 
the power sector (c). For the power sector, we control only for time trend and 
seasonality (blue). For small and industrial consumers, we additionally control 

for temperature (red). The difference between observed and estimated baseline 
gas consumption indicates the estimated crisis effect. The maximum relative 
reduction is annotated in bold letters. Month names are abbreviated.
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Fig. 4 | Daily demand factors for small consumers in Germany. The 
daily demand factors capture the nonlinear relationship between heating 
consumption of different subgroups of small consumers and the reference 
temperature, which is a rolling average of the ambient temperature.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-023-01260-5
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Substitution patterns in gas trade

McWilliams, Sgaravatti, Tagliapietra & Zachmann (2022). A grand bargain to steer through the European Union’s energy crisis. 
Bruegel Policy Contribution Issue n ̊14/22, September 2022

3 Policy Contribution | Issue n˚14/22 | September 2022

Europe to cope with the current crisis. Additionally, trust in Europe’s energy markets will be 
eroded, weakening the investment case for renewables and increasing the cumulative cost and 
di!culty of the net-zero transition. Instead, coordinated, European-level policies are needed 
urgently to address the crisis in the short-term. 

We outline a number of areas in which nationally-focused approaches could undermine 
European energy security. We also identify areas where increased cooperation between EU 
countries can reduce substantially the cost of managing the energy crisis. Based on this assess-
ment, we propose a grand energy bargain that will involve pooling the energy resources of EU 
countries and removing dependence on Russia, while preparing for a substantial acceleration of 
the transition to cost-e!cient green energy4.

2 Natural gas markets
"e European gas market is a complex system that is nevertheless quite e!cient at dispatch-
ing gas across the continent. "e market continues to function resiliently as Russian gas dis-
appears from the system, with direct replacement of a substantial share of the shortfall with 
LNG and alternative suppliers (Figure 1 and Box 1). 

4 Long-term green investment is imperative to resolve the energy crisis in a structural manner, but this paper 

focuses on the short-term issues and policy proposals to manage the winter energy crisis e!ectively.

Figure 1: Natural gas !ows in the European market, "rst half 2022 vs "rst half 2021
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Source: Arrows on the map show the largest flows of natural gas around the European market and selected smaller flows. Arrowheads indicate direction, while arrow width indicates size 
of 2022 flow. Natural gas flows in the European market, first half 2022 vs first half 2021

https://www.bruegel.org/policy-brief/grand-bargain-steer-through-european-unions-energy-crisis
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Competition in global LNG: A changing market

Balance of power: Shift to gas buyers post-2014
§ Global price decline (comparable to oil)

LNG market structure:
2007 2012 2017 2022

Seller HHI
(# players)

.102
(14)

.140
(18)

.136
(18)

↑? Further 
US & AUS 

Buyer HHI
(# players)

.218
(18)

.180
(27)

.132
(39)

↓? Smaller
Asian

Þ LNG sell-side now more concentrated than buy-side
Note: Herfindahl index (HHI) is a measure of market concentration, ranging from 1 (monopoly) to 0 (many small players)
Source: Calculations based on GIIGNL data

Presentation at Paris-Dauphine, June 2019
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Competition in global LNG: Towards net zero?
Balance of power: Shift back to suppliers in 2020s?

§ Huge prices spikes & continuing volatility

LNG market structure:

2007 2012 2017 2021

Seller HHI
(# players)

.102
(14)

.140
(18)

.136
(18)

.135
(20)

Buyer HHI
(# players)

.218
(18)

.180
(27)

.132
(39)

.114
(44)

Þ How to reconcile additional LNG trade with global net zero?
Note: Herfindahl index (HHI) is a measure of market concentration, ranging from 1 (monopoly) to 0 (many small players)
Source: Calculations based on GIIGNL data

✓

✗ (close!)

2020s LNG expansion: 
Qatar, US…
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An electricity crisis, in addition to a gas crisis

10 EconPol Forum 6/ 2022 November Volume 23

POLICY DEBATE OF THE HOUR

Figure 3 shows the risk premium; it equals the 
electricity selling price minus gas-power produc-
tion costs divided by the price, based on Figure 2. 
In France, the risk premium started to increase in 
spring of 2022. There were two small events with 
substantive consequences that we believe connect 
to this risk premium. First, on April 4, 2022 (vertical 
red line), the hourly wholesale price of electricity in 
France reached the current price cap, after which the 
EU protocol raised the price cap automatically from 
€3,000/MWh to €4,000/MWh (CRE 2022a). Importantly, 
while the event took place in one area, the price cap 
increase applied to the wholesale market for the en-
tire EU, after a regulatory five weeks’ delay (dashed 
line). The second event occurred on August 17, 2022, 
when prices in the Baltics area hit the EU’s price ceil-
ing, automatically lifting the cap throughout the EU to 
€5,000/MWh (second vertical red line) (NEMO Commit-
tee 2022). The two events proved to the market that 
electricity prices can rise above the gas-generated 
power costs. 

The market anticipates that such events may 
happen more frequently, or over longer periods, in 
2023. (CRE 2022b). The risk of having to deliver elec-
tricity while prices skyrocket demands a substantial 
risk premium. Importantly, the EU protocol – put on 
hold (on September 13, 2022, third vertical red line in 
Figure 2) but we do not know for how lo ng – raises 
the risk premium each time the market observes a 
supply shortage. Not only does the high price yield 
enormous rents for energy companies, it also risks 
destroying the electricity future market.

Indeed, the high prices of Figure 1 call into ques-
tion the stability of Europe’s integrated electricity 
market. Firms have sold contracts at normal price 
levels and now face margin calls; they must prove 
solvency and provide collateral, measured at over a 
thousand billion euros (Bloomberg 2022a), for their 
positions at central counterparty clearing houses 
(CCPs). As a response, Finnish and Swedish govern-
ments have already committed to 33 billion euros in 
additional loans and guarantees to avoid a “Lehman 
Brothers of energy industry” (Financial Times 2022). 

The potential for systemic risk had already been 
predicted earlier (Systemic Risk Council 2022b); the 
current market conditions prove that the optimistic 
views on preparedness were wrong (Systemic Risk 
Council 2022a).

The high prices demand a response: it is crucial to 
rein in expectations about how high the price of elec-
tricity will be allowed to rise in the wholesale market 
in the coming winter. EU decision-makers should com-
mit to do “whatever it takes” to bring price control 
to the wholesale market. The sooner the EU decides 
what measures to take to reduce price expectations, 
the faster the prices of derivatives will fall. Demand 
rationing as discussed above is one immediate impli-
cation of this argument. But the risk premium, that is, 
the price gap with marginal costs, suggests a distinct 
electricity market crisis additional to the gas market 
crisis, which requires a targeted response.

EFFICIENT RATIONING

Electricity markets have been designed with the aim 
of efficient allocation in normal times. Part of the 
blueprint has been to allow for the possibility of oc-
casional high prices at infrequent times, when peak 
demand combines with an unexpected cut in supply. 
But now the market faces a persistent supply shock, 
which together with inelastic demand leads to extreme 
price levels that are not rare events, but can become 
recurrent over weeks or months, before the long-term 
adjustments lead to a new equilibrium. Conditions, 
mechanisms, and incentives are different and require 
other rules than those in times of stable energy supply.

The ceiling price is a social contract that de-
fines what can be charged for electricity if there is a 
shortage. Its level should be such that producers are 
compensated and thus have an incentive to invest 
and keep capacity for disruptive situations. The high 
price is acceptable when it is rarely paid, and only 
over short periods. The crisis caused by the Russian 
invasion is different because the disturbance is per-
sistent. The ceiling price must be lowered when the 
frequency and length of disturbances increases, and 
can be lowered while keeping the same overall com-
pensation promised to reserve suppliers. We believe 
a price cap of €1,000/MWh is more reasonable under 
the current circumstances, and it will substantially 
reduce the risk premium.

A common concern is that lowering maximum 
prices may lead to reduced supply, increasing the 
need for quantity rationing. The data, however, tell 
us this problem is insignificant. There is virtually no 
additional supply above €1,000 /MWh.

Despite the valuable efforts to increase demand 
elasticity across Europe, significant stickiness of de-
mand likely remains. One reason is that both private 
and industrial consumers’ technology choices have 
been optimized for price expectations that do not 
include the possibility of war in Europe. In this new 
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Figure 3

Note: Risk premium = difference between 2023 forward electricity price and SRMC of representative gas-fired power plant
Source: Gerlagh, Liski & Vehviläinen (2022). Stabilizing the EU Electricity Market: Mandatory Demand Reduction and a Lower 
Price Cap. EconPol Forum, CESifo

Electricity prices traded with a risk premium, triggering margin calls

https://www.cesifo.org/DocDL/econpol-forum-2022-6-gerlach-liski-vehvil%C3%A4inen-eu-electricity-market.pdf
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Power-carbon-gas market interactions

Energy crisis since Summer 2021
ÞProposals for energy market re-design

— Electricity market: “Split market” for fossils 
& low-C, price cap, windfall taxes…

— Gas market: Price cap, single buyer, 
market integration, new LNG terminals…

— Carbon market: surprisingly robust…

Complex market & policy interactions
ÞEU ETS can exacerbate energy price shifts

— Gas/LNG price ↑ ⟹ carbon price ↑ 
⟹ electricity price ↑↑

— Carbon price no longer induced coal-to-
gas switching in power generation

Future: Power-carbon-gas-hydrogen interaction…
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Plan for this talk

① Gas markets during the energy crisis

② European gas market (emergency) policy

③ Role of gas in net zero energy markets 

④ New avenues for economics research
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Key EU policy responses in gas markets

Gas price cap

“Market Correction Mechanism”

Joint purchasing

“Aggregate EU”
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An emergency gas policy package

Three-part policy package
① EU-wide gas price cap
② Gas saving targets by each 

country 
③ Continued price incentive to 

cut gas consumption 

Þ Complementary measures 
enhance overall policy credibility

Key issue: How to avoid market 
distortions from price cap?

― Supply shortages
― Shift to OTC trading

About CEPR CEPR Offices

VOXEU / COLUMNS

Columns Blogs and Reviews VoxTalks VoxEU Videos Vox Webcasts

VoxEU Debates About VoxEU

  

European economists for an EU-
level gas price cap and gas
saving targets

  / 16 Nov 2022

The measures adopted so far by the EU have been insufficient to

contain the impact of the gas crisis on firms and households. This

column proposes an emergency gas policy package to deal with the

crisis that threatens European economies and security of supply.

The proposal combines an EU-wide gas price cap with binding gas-

saving targets and a continued strong price incentive for users to

cut gas consumption. The authors explain how these three policy

measures would work together, enhance credibility, address

concerns about implementing a price cap, and could accommodate

the needs of different EU member states.

SHARE

Natalia Fabra , Karsten Neuhoff , Nicolas Berghmans 
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Source: Fabra, Neuhoff, Berghmans & 17 others (including Newbery & Ritz) (2022). European economists for an EU- level gas 
price cap and gas saving targets. CEPR VoxEU Column, 16 Nov 2022

Mid-November 2022

https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/european-economists-eu-level-gas-price-cap-and-gas-saving-targets
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EU Gas Market Correction Mechanism

December 2022: “Gas market correction mechanism to protect 
Union citizens and the economy against excessively high prices”

February 2023: MCM enters into force for period of one year.
― Bidding limits activated if front-month TTF price for 3 days:

1. Exceeds 180 EUR/MWh; and
2. Exceeds LNG import basket price by 35 EUR

― Does not apply to OTC trading but may be extended(?)
― Will be extended to other European gas hubs beyond TTF(?)

Plus:
― MCM can be suspended if gas supply situation deteriorates…

Source: ACER and European Commission
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So what happened (so far)?

Source: ACER (2023). Market Correction Mechanism: Effects Assessment Report, 1 March 2023, S&P Global Commodity 
Insights, 20 February 2023

“By 1 March 2023, neither ACER nor ESMA have identified significant impacts (positive 
or negative) that could be unequivocally and directly attributed to … the MCM …       
one should not infer … that the MCM might not have any impacts on financial and energy 
markets or on security of supply in the future.” 

https://acer.europa.eu/Publications/ACER_FinalReport_MCM.pdf
https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-insights/latest-news/natural-gas/022023-ice-launches-new-ttf-gas-futures-options-market-in-london-as-planned?_its=JTdCJTIydmlkJTIyJTNBJTIyMzVkZDdlMDMtMzc3NC00YTJiLWJkMDUtMzYwZDg5NWEzM2QxJTIyJTJDJTIyc3RhdGUlMjIlM0ElMjJybHR%2BMTY4NDQ4MjU1MX5sYW5kfjJfMTAwMjRfZGlyZWN0XzBmNTJmNTBhOTJmYzJhZTVkZjFhNGM5NDE1N2FiNDhkJTIyJTdE
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EU Energy Platform & AggregateEU
AggregateEU: Demand aggregation & joint purchasing mechanism
― April/May 2023: First tender with 11.6 bcm demand bids by 63 EU 

companies, and 13.4 bcm supply offers by 25 companies
Þ Matched via AggregateEU to 10.9 bcm (~80% by pipeline)

Þ “EU companies will now be able to negotiate the terms of the 
supply contracts directly with the supplying companies, with no 
involvement of the Commission.”

― Future: Joint EU purchasing for renewable hydrogen
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Recap 1: Gas policy debate – circa 2015

Source: Vivid Economics and Ramboll (2016). Economic analysis of costs and benefits of approaches to enhancing the 
bargaining power of EU buyers in the wholesale markets of natural gas. Report prepared for DG ENER, March 2016

 

 
 
 

Economic analysis of costs 
and benefits of approaches to 
enhancing the bargaining 
power of EU buyers in the 
wholesale markets of natural 
gas 

Report prepared for DG ENER 

Final report 
March 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Policy options analyzed
1. Additional gas suppliers
2. More supply diversification
3. Increased EU market integration
4. More infrastructure investment
5. Collective purchasing

Modelling results
Þ Additional suppliers & market 

interconnection most favourable
― More desirable, effective & feasible 

than single buyer
(except for provision of a

strategic reserve)

https://www.vivideconomics.com/casestudy/the-impact-of-policies-to-enhance-buyer-power-in-eu-wholesale-gas-markets/
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Recap 2: Nicolas Sarkozy – May 2009

OIL REPORT MAY 5,  2009 / 5:50 PM / UPDATED 14 YEARS AGO

France wants central gas buying body
for Europe

By Reuters Staff 1  M I N  R E A D

NIMES, France, May 5 (Reuters) - France wants Europe to set up a

central gas purchasing body to strengthen its negotiating hand with

suppliers, President Nicolas Sarkozy said on Tuesday.

“I will not back down on the need to have a real energy policy,”
A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Directory of sites Login Contact Support

World Business Markets Breakingviews Video More

Discover Thomson Reuters

Source: News from Reuters, 5 May 2009

OIL REPORT MAY 5,  2009 / 5:50 PM / UPDATED 14 YEARS AGO

France wants central gas buying body
for Europe

By Reuters Staff 1  M I N  R E A D

NIMES, France, May 5 (Reuters) - France wants Europe to set up a

central gas purchasing body to strengthen its negotiating hand with

suppliers, President Nicolas Sarkozy said on Tuesday.

“I will not back down on the need to have a real energy policy,”
A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Directory of sites Login Contact Support

World Business Markets Breakingviews Video More

Discover Thomson Reuters

https://www.reuters.com/article/france-gaz-idUKPAB00477720090505
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Gas as the new coal (almost)?

Source: G7 Climate, Energy and Environment Ministers’ Communique, 17 April 2023
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“In this particular context, and recognizing the primary need to accelerate the 
clean energy transition through energy savings and gas demand reduction, 
investment in the gas sector can be appropriate to help address potential 
market shortfalls provoked by the crisis, subject to clearly defined national 
circumstances, and if implemented in a manner consistent with our climate 
objectives and without creating lock-in effects, for example by ensuring that 
projects are integrated into national strategies for the development of low-
carbon and renewable hydrogen. We reaffirm the G7’s commitment to 
achieve net-zero emissions throughout the entire fossil fuel extraction and 
production chain by 2050.”

https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2023/04/20230417004/20230417004-1.pdf
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Role of gas in net zero power system

Source: EPRI Head: Duck Curve Now Looks Like a Canyon, 27 April 2023, Newbery, Pollitt & Ritz (2018). Market design for a 
high-renewables European electricity system. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews

Since 2000: GB power system with ~30-50% (unabated) gas generation
§ Emissions cuts via renewables build, carbon pricing, coal phase-out

By 2035: Government target of net zero electricity generation
§ Gas ≈ hedge with increasing environmental & economic costs

Flexibility: Gas CCS, hydrogen, batteries/storage, interconnection, DSR
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Trends

EPRI Head: Duck Curve
Now Looks Like a Canyon
The “duck curve,” a concept that has become emblematic of the challenges associated with
integrating variable renewables in the power system, now looks like a “canyon,” illustrating a
paramount urgency for adequate flexibility, Arshad Mansoor, president and CEO of the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), has warned. 

In a recent post on LinkedIn, Mansoor highlighted changes to the “duck curve,” a
phenomenon first unveiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in 2008
and later coined by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) in 2013. The duck
curve is essentially a 24-hour graph of the electric load met by power generation that
assumes a unique shape as increasing levels of solar PV and other variable renewables are
added to the system.

The official “duck chart” first published by CAISO in 2013.
Source: NREL/CAISO

“The duck curve emphasized the challenges associated with a growing solar resource that
resulted in net demand being reduced during the day (the duck’s belly) and sharply
increasing at sunset (the duck’s neck), with both the belly getting deeper and the neck getting
steeper and longer every year,” Mansoor said.

While the concept has been widely adopted worldwide, it has also spurred localized
iterations, such as the “armadillo curve” in Texas, and the “Nessie curve” in Hawaii. And while
the grid operators have sought to mitigate the archetype’s effect through different
combinations of supply- and demand-side options, Mansoor suggested risks have been
intensifying. “The duck now looks like a canyon,” he said.

Industry has been “working to improve how the grid operates with the duck curve, since the
belly can cause both over-generation issues and renewable curtailment, and the neck can
make it more difficult for the resource fleet to be flexible enough to ramp up,” he noted. “The
need for flexibility is paramount to address these challenges.”
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Mansoor said a “canyon curve”—characterized by a deeper “belly”—has now emerged.
“Recently, CAISO’s net load has reached zero or gone negative,” he noted. This has
repercussions “in sharply reducing dispatchable resources during the daytime. Conversely, it
increases the need for flexibility as the sun sets,” he said.

“The canyon is getting deeper, and this has repercussions in
sharply reducing dispatchable resources during the daytime
and then conversely increasing the need for flexibility as the
sun sets. This is an example of the canyon curve,” said EPRI’s
head Mansoor. Courtesy: EPRI

It means that power generators will need to “switch off resources that cannot turn on quickly
to get out over the canyon during sunset, or else they must curtail the solar, wasting zero-
cost, clean energy,” he added. “The canyon walls are also getting steeper, meaning energy
companies need more flexibility from the reduced set of resources left,” he warned.

Sharp changes to generation profiles, spurred in part by policy mandates, will have
implications for managing the supply and demand balance, Mansoor suggested. “Today, the
descent into the canyon is done largely through reducing gas generation output, transitioning
from importing to exporting power, and charging batteries,” he said.

“To climb the walls, some gas generation must remain online, even at the canyon floor. The
full climb requires ramping up gas generation as the sun sets, exports switching to electricity
imports, additional hydroelectric generation being released from reservoirs, and batteries
using the energy it charged on the canyon floor, to full out discharge.”

But in the future, innovative technologies may be needed to “fill the canyon and scale the
walls,” Mansoor said. Tools include time-of-use rates and other programs that encourage
electricity usage from the evening to midday. They could also include “additional forms of
energy storage (thermal, mechanical, chemical, etc.) that can transfer energy to when it is
needed; and new technologies like hydrogen with flexible new electrolyzers,” he said.

—Sonal Patel is a POWER senior associate editor (@sonalcpatel, @POWERmagazine)
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Disorderly Transitions: Eight Enduring Global Power Sector Trends
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The Inflation Reduction Act will spur growth in clean energy and upgrades to grid
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Researchers at Sandia National Laboratories in New Mexico announced they
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Few power-generating resources present the combination of workhouse abilities that
combined heat and power (CHP) does. But, powered…
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California:
From “Duck Curve” (2013) 
to “Canyon Curve” (2023)
― Plus: Daily vs seasonal 

demand fluctuation

https://www.powermag.com/epri-head-duck-curve-now-looks-like-a-canyon/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2018.04.025
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Gas price crisis has led to calls for “split markets” for low-C & fossils…

What is the marginal price-setting unit in a net zero power system?

View A: Electricity prices driven by zero-MC renewables

Þ Prices oscillate between zero and value of lost load
Þ How well would the market cope (e.g. risk management)?

Þ Shift to long-term contracts & capacity mechanism

View B: New technologies emerge as “price-setters”

① Gas with CCUS or hydrogen or energy storage
② Demand-side response by industrial consumers

Future of electricity pricing
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Plan for this talk

① Gas markets during the energy crisis

② European gas market (emergency) policy

③ Role of gas in net zero energy markets 

④ New avenues for economics research
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New Research Avenues for a Reconfigured Gas Scene

Theory & modelling

① Bilateral oligopoly models 
― Most gas market modelling assumes all 

buyers are price-takers…

② Design of policy packages
― In a second-best world, which instruments 

(don’t) work well together?

③ Short-run vs long-run contracts
― What determines the actual vs optimal mix 

of contract duration?
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New Research Avenues for a Reconfigured Gas Scene

Empirics & policy

① Development of global hydrogen market
― To what extent will hydrogen retrace the 

history of gas & LNG?

② Market design for low/zero carbon gases 
― What are good regulatory designs in the 

shift towards net-zero gas?

③ “Real-time” analysis of energy markets 
― New research opportunities—policy & 

technology (e.g. satellite data, ML)
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